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1.Contract  

 

Contract is commitment to do 

Once agreed you cannot say no 

As per agreement job must go 

There may be dispute one or two 

But differences we must woo 

Written agreement needed so. 

 

2.Environment  

The progress of civilization is regress for environment  

To save environment should be civilisation's commitment;  

Nature's blunder is the creation of human in evolution  

The mother earth is now incapable to find a solution  

The man made civilization is the major cause of pollution; 

Our ancestors till monkey has not destroyed ecology  

After arrival of human started the destruction chronology  

Human has to change its destructive psychology  

Otherwise environment will destroy human biology. 

 

3.Let the tear flow 

Every drop of tear is also rain 

Tear releases mental pain  

Rain drops never go in vain  

Mother earth always gain  

Green grass grows in chain 

Excess water flow through drain  

Through evaporation again come rain; 

The tears will wash all the dirt  

New endeavour you can start  

Evaporation will bring tears of joy  

You can play with success toy 



No need to stop tears under the mask  

Allow it to flow, no need to keep under husk 

After tears flow concentrate on your task. 

 

4.Centre of life  

Soil, water and air  

To all always be fair  

Biodiversity is rare  

To preserve take care 

Resources please share; 

Sun is the centre life  

Photosynthesis make it strive  

Trees are the nucleus  

Without tree rise Celsius  

World will be full of virus; 

Soil, water, air and sunlight  

Together all environment right  

Against imbalance we have to fight  

Trees can only make environment bright  

Sun will always give us free light. 

 

5.Contraceptive  

Contraceptive made women progressive  

No need to remain submissive  

Freedom from unwanted pregnancy  

Helped country to improve literacy  

World population contraceptive controlled  

Progress of feminism it unfold  

Contribution of contraceptive remain untold  

It has contributed lot to make femininity bold. 

 

6.Control  



Control your anger  

You will become stronger  

Control your greed  

Limited will be your need 

Control your ego  

Negativity will forgo  

Control your tension  

Easy will be situation  

Control your jealousy  

Better will become your policy  

Control your emotion  

You will see solution  

Before you control other  

Control self, dear brother. 

 

7.Convert  

Every moment we are converting  

What I am just now is becoming  

Time convert every moment to past 

Nothing in the world remain ever last  

Convert the raw materials to product  

Your growth it will boldly induct  

Convert your failure to pillar of success  

In life every field of work you can progress  

Sun convert hydrogen into helium  

For nuclear power we convert uranium  

Conversion always should be for better 

For society and mankind it will matter. 

 

 

 

8.Convenience  



 

Freedom from effort and difficulty  

Convenience give comfort sufficiently  

Convenience improve efficiency  

Inconvenience creates deficiency  

Convenience store every day destination  

Getting everything nearby is satisfaction  

Public convenience always keeps clean  

If you make it dirty you are doing sin.  

 

9.Conviction  

When you have conviction  

No place for contradiction  

You can perform with dedication  

Move forward with determination  

Use all permutation and combination  

Every problem will have solution  

No need to indulge in insubordination  

Never allow mind to go for hibernation  

When you work for goal with conviction  

Success will surely give satisfaction. 

 

10.Cook  

Cook are the manufacturer of food 

Without food no one have healthy look 

Only after food you can read a book 

Empty stomach can make you crook; 

The beautiful smell of the kitchen  

Makes one mouth-watering vixen  

Hunger becomes self-driven  

If the taste is bad heart is broken; 

Every Cook is a Chemical engineer  

Cooking is a chemical process forever  



Catalyst salt, spices are always there  

Pressure, temperature make cooking fair; 

Cook can only make food delicious  

Bad cook make dishes hilarious  

Proportion of ingredients must be judicious  

For restaurants Master Chef is precious. 

 

11.Condom 

Condom prevents pregnancy random  

Against AIDS best prevention is condom  

Between love and sex pregnancies fiefdom  

For man using condom is the wisdom  

In illiterate society condom is used seldom  

So sex and population go in tandem; 

God created man and woman, ordered them to multiply  

Never thought that human will be in over supply 

For reducing population explosion god ask for a reply  

To save the world, condom so God deploy  

For wide circulation condom patent no body apply 

Condom now helps man to defy God's order to multiply. 

 

12.Cooperate 

 

When we cooperate  

We never regret  

To help others is pleasure  

It has no monetary measure  

But for each other we care; 

Cooperation develop team spirit  

Team work is the success writ  

Bull's eye together we can hit  



Team will hold you from falling in pit  

Make cooperation you winning kit. 

 

13.Coordination  

 

Bring the different elements into cohesion  

For efficiency requirement is coordination  

Work for better social, industrial relation 

For coordination requirement is negotiation  

Good coordinator always has intuition; 

Coordination is necessary in every field  

Without coordination better fruit never yield  

To win a match coordination needed in field  

International relations poor coordination shield  

With better coordination disputes can be killed. 

 

14.Copper  

 

The red-brown metal carry electricity  

In industry copper is necessity  

Alloyed to form bronze and brass  

Copper coins were once used by mass  

In copper age copper ruled civilization  

Later came bronze as a combination  

Without copper no electricity, no electronics  

Copper is an integral part of thermodynamics  

Copper plates are still preserved as showpiece  

Many people still use copper alloys in utensil and dish. 

 

 

 

15.Copycat  



Copycat has now rule the world  

Majority of people in copy paste fold 

Duplicate of everything are now sold  

Copycat also pretend they are bold  

Even copy right their own they told; 

Computer helped copycat boom 

Originality has now faced doom  

For silent innovator little room 

Copycat can easily groom  

Internet is copy cat's automatic loom; 

China leads the copy paste movement  

For copying they provide good solvent  

Sufferer is the innovator innocent  

Intellectual property right not potent 

For success copy paste is good component. 

 

16.Morning shows the day 

 

Morning shows the day  

Excellent will be today  

Without hesitation I can say  

So beautiful the morning ray  

For the day none need to pay; 

Every day is good and beautiful  

Together we cam make it fruitful  

Violence can make the day harmful  

When the day goes it will be painful  

Let's make every day delightful. 

 

 

 

 

17.Failure  



 

Life may be full of failure  

Consider them as trailer  

Continue journey as sailor  

Never become your own jailer; 

Life is full of golden opportunity  

To achieve goals, you need continuity  

Don't stop your forward journey  

Make your life a winning tourney; 

Failure and success two sides of coin  

Two sides perseverance can only join  

When you make the upside down  

You will find the winning crown.  

 

18.Move forward  

 

Cloud can't shadow sun for long  

After the rain sun is back and strong  

Even a wind can chase away cloud  

Along with sun ray rainbow is found; 

Hurdles are only to test your endurance  

During difficult period show your prudence  

Soon problems will fly away with time 

Critics will become speechless and mime; 

After Sunset morning comes always  

Full moon pushes darkness by silvery rays  

Don't be afraid of temporary setback 

Move forward, good days will come back. 

 

 

 

 

19.Corona 



 

The glow around conductor at high potential  

In transmission lines Corona is unavoidable  

If your potential is high and try for perfection  

To the society your Corona will give satisfaction  

The rarefied gas of Sun is not always visible  

But even in total eclipse Corona become palpable  

Inner potential is the source of Corona effect  

Strengthen your potential to win the crown perfect. 

 

20.Critics will never appreciate  

 

Critics will never appreciate  

Leg puller will always depreciate  

Beneficiaries will not authenticate  

This does not mean; you will stop doing good  

This does not mean to the critics you will be rude  

This does not mean, to the hungry soul you will stop food 

Move forward doing good till your last journey  

Jesus was also crucified for spreading love in life's tourney  

The path to search truth, love and God is painful  

Move like Jesus the joy and peace of mind will be bountiful. 

 

21.Correspondent  

 

Correspondent report on regular basis  

Many a time misleading their thesis 

Half-truth they report for vested interest  

Manipulation causes to many disgust  

Drawing room correspondents are broker  

Once upon a time they were news hacker  

Good correspondents are straight, fearless  

In public interest no one should be careless  

True correspondent report facts and truth  



War and crime reporting difficult even for youth  

Justice can be given by correspondent through honesty  

To uphold truth should be correspondent’s polity. 

 

22.Corrupt  

 

Evil and morally depraved are corrupt  

Dishonestly money they accept  

But their downfall comes abrupt  

Corrupt people are always greedy  

They never bother for the needy  

In third world corruption is rule of law  

Society is under corrupt people's jaw  

Corruption is destroying religion and culture  

Corrupt people are eating nation's wealth like vulture. 

 
 
23.Companion  

 

In the journey I am not alone  

Everyone is of the same clone  

Struggle to move forward  

Failure and pain push backward  

Yet everybody marching for reward  

Disease, accident all are companion  

The movement continues to become champion  

In the long run reached the same destination  

Why in the journey quarrel with companion? 

 

 

 

 

 

24.Jungle  



 

The nature in its perfect balance  

The struggle is to defeat nature's challenge  

Survival of the fittest is the law  

Even the weakest animal we saw  

The lion never kills unnecessarily  

Deer survive in jungle successfully  

The biodiversity maintain survival of all  

Many trees become so very tall  

Supreme animal is the cause of fall 

Destruction of jungle let us stall. 

 
25.My inconsistent mind  

 

O my inconsistent mind 

Right path easy to find  

Why move like a blind  

The right path is be kind 

Greed, jealousy to be wind; 

When we shed tears for others  

We feel like their brothers  

Joy of helping is matter to feel  

The inconsistency it can kill 

Mind can think to move with zeal; 

Service to man is service to God  

Its satisfaction is better than iPod  

Mind becomes strong like iron rod 

Look to down and help the needy 

Mind will never allow to be greedy. 

 

 

 

 

26.Proud 



 

Don't be proud of wealth  

Don't be proud of health  

Any moment may stop breath  

Any moment may come death  

So why choose imposing path; 

Health and wealth all are temporary  

They will not remain your contemporary  

Health is wealth, money is supplementary  

Life is bounded by a limited boundary  

Proud is a negative force and reactionary. 

 
 
 
27.We are actor  

 

Death will come, it is certain  

It will lower the stage curtain  

For the best role you must bargain  

Your performance you have to maintain  

Unwanted dialogue one must restrain; 

In the stage of world, we all are actor  

Individually we are not at all a factor  

Even though you are a powerful ractor  

Plough the soil with your tractor  

For a weak soul become a mentor; 

However insignificant your role may be  

God wishes your best performance to see 

You may have to give oxygen like a tree 

Yet be thank to the Lord and bend your knee  

Our duty is to play our role like honey bee. 

 

 

 

28.Religion 



 

Religion is opium  

Yet it's like uranium  

When enriched premium  

Otherwise raw sodium  

Cause fire to stop momentum  

Religion needs coating of chromium; 

Religion is mass hysteria  

Though love and peace is its criteria  

Spoiling the society like bacteria  

Never become like Cross Victoria  

Caused in world only diarrhoea. 

 

 
29.Zoom  

 

Zoom your horizon  

Don't be confined in zoo  

Close the zip of friction  

Wider vision will give satisfaction; 

Zone, zodiac all imaginary  

Delete all those are reactionary  

Make your zooming satisfactory  

Everything you see are momentary; 

Zoom and zoom to the sky 

The universe will make you fly 

Petty things will disappear  

Through zooming life will be happier. 

 

 

 

 

 

30.Plumber  



 

When water tap leaks  

The night becomes freak 

The top, top nonstop sound  

Whole night it hound  

To invite plumber is bound  

Plumbers are difficult to found 

His visits are round  

Two hundred dollars bound. 

 

 

31.Father's Day  

 

Every morning he looks to her face 

Then he goes out for the race 

He has to work every day with same pace 

For his daughter he has to build a base; 

When he comes back, she remains asleep  

To her beautiful face with smile he peep  

His love for her in the heart is very deep 

The promises he made he must keep; 

The burden to keep her smiling may be heavy 

But he considered it to be his privy  

He was never an expressive savvy  

But carrying load his backbone became curvy; 

No one listens to his inner pain  

He sacrifices everything for her gain  

Bind his emotions with iron chain  

On her success his tears fall like rain. 

 

 

 

 

32.Winning profile  



 

Never live life with inferiority complex  

Make your life beautiful and duplex  

No need to live hiding your face  

Like a powerful horse join the race 

No need to bow your head even you lose 

Fighting back attitude you must choose  

Move forward galloping with a smile  

To reach goal you have to go thousands mile 

With inferiority complex don't be fragile  

Confidence, attitude your winning profile. 

 

33.Yacht  

 

Light sailing racing boat  

For wind power it wears coat  

Only rich can afford the luxury  

Before buying yacht fill your treasury  

For sailing in rough sea skill is required  

Without skill in hostile sea don't go forward  

The yacht journey is always wonderful  

Your yachtsman should be playful  

On harbour yachts looks beautiful  

In the cockpit one must be skilful. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

34.I want to be a kid  



 

I am never satisfied with need 

I want to fulfil my infinite greed  

Every moment I saw new seed  

So, life is full of variety of breed  

To nurture all a difficult deed  

Yet the greedy mind never heed 

A new wish mind everyday feed  

O God, help me to remove weed  

Let me go back and become a kid. 

 

35.Three problems  

 

Basic root of all problems is money  

Yet in this world money is the best honey  

It can make or break life's long journey; 

Relationships are always problem major 

Many a time in life it can bring horror  

Money can lighten relationship corridor; 

Health problems can make or break life 

Money can give good health is only hype  

Through incurable disease richest can wipe; 

Take care of money, relation and health  

Relationships and health better wealth  

Fine balancing give happiness till death. 

 

36.Yoga  

Not only good for body and soul  

It can improve living as a whole  

Yoga is not merely an exercise  

It gives resistance against disease  

When you inhale more oxygen in 

The chances of heart problem thin 

Yoga gives flexibility to muscle 



Your whole body becomes flexible  

When you make yoga your companion  

With good health you become champion. 

 

37.Religion and politics  

Religion and politics are two sides of the coin  

Behind the scene hands both of them join  

Both are powerful tool to exploit poor  

Protesters can be easily shown the door  

In power game one complements other  

Religion and politics are true twin brother  

Both swear in the name of their father God  

But their basic intention is to do fraud  

In the power game common people are pony  

Politicians and priest always drink honey. 

 

38.Today is best day to feel happy  

Cherry blossom only to fall down  

Next year again we can found  

Year after year it makes round  

To come again cherry is duty bound  

Never cherry blossom make any sound; 

The beautiful flower bloom for few days  

Flower knows soon it will lose colourful rays  

Enjoy the beauty and fragrance today it says  

Any moment wind may blow away the petal  

As a dry useless piece the flower may settle; 

Life is also same, enjoy it when you bloom  

Any moment uncertainty may bring doom  

Yet for future there is always hope and room 

Don't wait for trouble to come and destroy mood  

Today is the best day to drink and eat delicious food. 

 

 

 

39.If and but  



Don't waste time on if and but 

Rather sharpen edge for the cut  

If and but are words for post-mortem  

Critics used it to criticise and condemn  

If and but are only for correcting course  

For if and but don't stop galloping horse  

Analyse all options before you start  

Once started stick to the moment last. 

 

40.Gratitude  

 

Gratitude is a good attitude  

With ego never substitute  

In life you will not face solitude; 

Gratitude is thanks giving  

Make it your part of living  

In life you will be shining; 

Gratitude cost you nothing  

Yet it can give you many thing 

For many relations it is everything; 

Be grateful to the helping hand  

Positive signal it will send 

Forever he will be your friend. 

 

41.Cost 

 

Unless you control living cost 

Under debt you will be lost 

Cost always increased by host  

Due to high EMI you have to roast  

Before spending think for payment most 

After wards don't run from pillar to post 

Friends will think you to be ghost  

Cost can make life from best to worst. 



 

42.Count  

 

In good days we count up 

In bad days starts countdown  

In every count the total is determined  

Through count profit or loss one can found  

Count is always associated with sound  

In election count is done in several round 

To accept the result everyone is bound 

Everything in in life can't be counted by pound. 

 

43.Best policy of living  

 

Don't measure everything in life by dollar  

Better known people are scholar  

If you serve people you can raise collar  

Helping mankind also you become taller  

Dollar will come and dollar will go 

To your goodness nobody will say no 

The value of dollar may become low 

Yet the value of scholar always grow 

Dollar is needed for comfortable living  

Best policy is simple living high thinking. 

 

44.Sun will rise soon  

 

When the spirit is low 

When the momentum is slow 

When the night is dark  

When the street dogs bark  

Look to the infinite sky  



Give your mind prayer bath 

The almighty will show path  

The sun will rise very soon  

Come out from depressive cocoon. 

 

45.Divya (daughter) becomes thirty 

 

You are now becoming thirty plus  

We remember your nursery class 

On your birthday you cried with a glass; 

Time passed like a bullet train 

All your birthdays in our memory chain  

With every birthday maturity you gain; 

When you attained the age of five 

Your smile was our inspiration to live  

The best thing we always try to give; 

Always remain smiling and cheerful  

Move forward in life becoming careful  

Make all coming years more fruitful; 

Thirty is the mid way of our life 

To achieve excellence always strive  

From the memory lane happiness we will derive.  

 

46.Single  

When you are alone and single  

With lot of people you can mingle  

You can make friendship triangle  

Your relationship you can bundle  

Yet your heart and soul never trumble; 

If married you face lot of trouble  

Many a times you may fumble  

But you must have to be humble  



Smooth relationships then you can cobble  

Otherwise spouse will vanish like bubble. 

 

47.Wife is always right 

The purpose of wife is to fight  

In arguments wife is always right 

Husband may show his might  

He may be taller than wife in height  

Yet dust husband have to bite  

His position will become tight 

Wife will cut husband's flying kite 

So never take your wife light  

Better always remain silent in night  

You will not be able to carry plight. 

 

48.Birthday  

 

Birthday or date of birth  

On this date we came to earth  

Balloon, cake and candle  

Without wine Birthday can't settle  

Important mile stone of journey  

Birthday makes joyful our tourney  

The celebration was started by other  

We have to carry on it further  

In the struggle to live poor forget rather. 

 

 

 

 

 

49.Counter  



 

Speak or oppose when you are right  

Your bouncer may make future bright 

If you don't counter journey will be tight  

Counter does not mean you have to fight  

Your argument may be solid and tight  

To counter no need to show your might 

Your counter point should not be light  

Counter can push truth to greater height. 

 

50.Xerox  

Xerox is the machine to copy 

Still not become like floppy  

Photo copies are still required  

Original can't move forward  

Photocopy is under pressure  

Smartphones can copy and share  

Scanners are also for long there  

Yet Xerox is still surviving in office 

For older generation soft copies are novice 

For them Xerox provides better service. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

51.Country  



 

Demarcation of world made country  

It has always a definite boundary  

Language and culture binding force 

For many people religion is the source  

People quarrel for imaginary line 

To kill each other for country is fine 

People die to keep high country's flag  

Battlefields are face of royal stag 

Country is the uniting force of human race 

Yet for country division people has to face 

Olympic represent unity of the countries  

Humanity shouldn't encourage boundaries. 

 

52.Sacrifice  

 

Don't sacrifice animal in the name of God 

Animals are God's favourite tiny tod  

Never hit animal with your cruelty rod 

To sacrifice his kids God will not give nod  

Sacrificing animal for God is worst fraud; 

Survival of the fittest may be law of nature  

Yet God is merciful and take animals care 

God eating meat of animal is totally rare  

To sacrifice animals in God's name not fair  

Jesus sacrificed own life but didn't glare  

Sacrifice ego, hatred and your greed  

God's love and care animals also need. 

 

 

 

 

 

53.Walk  



Moving on your own foot  

To move forward it is root  

Once walking was necessary  

In city life it is now luxury  

Walking is good for health  

It can save money and wealth  

Walking helps protecting environment  

Walking habit is so very important  

Traffic jams walking can reduce  

Carbon emission walking don't produce  

Walk, walk and burn your excess fat 

Environment friendly example you can set. 

 

54.Water 

Another name of water is life 

Without it mankind can't rife 

For potable water nature gives rain  

Polluting water man always give pain  

Unused water flow through the drain  

Only through preservation society can gain 

In cities water becoming scarce commodity  

Yet spoiling water is peoples stupidity  

Two third of earth is only water 

But scarcity of water spreading hunger 

Re use of water is now need of the hour. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

55.Doctor's Day  



On Doctors day everyone say thank you  

Doctors contribution society to view 

Messenger of treatment are doctor 

In the world of pain, healing they sponsor  

Doctors are neither God nor superman  

Ability for good judgment their acumen  

Doctor can give treatment can't cure  

Nature can only heal always be sure  

Doctors always treat patients with care 

Wilful negligence to duty is very rare 

Abuse and assault of Doctors not fair. 

 

56.Umbrella  

Black, white, colourful or transparent  

The duty of umbrella is always apparent  

Appearance of umbrella is not permanent  

Not to wet in rain umbrella is supplement  

To carry umbrella is not liked by gentlemen; 

Umbrella is part of life during rainy season  

Many women carry it for fashion reason  

During winter umbrella remains in prison  

In windy rain umbrella is not a solution  

For bike riders rain coat is better evolution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

57.Cricket  



Six stumps and two bat 

The batsman wears hat 

Between stump run like rat 

Sometimes play on mat 

Outside ground some sat 

Can't play becoming fat 

Chasing run is tit for tat  

World cup is money making vat 

Cricket is simple game that. 

 

58.Corruption in India  

Corruption, corruption everywhere corruption  

Law against corruption are for public consumption  

When caught someone lost only his reputation  

No policy in India for dishonesty reduction  

Once upon a time though there was anger eruption  

People now need work culture and policy substitution 

Honesty is the best policy is already under destruction  

Need of the hour is morality, ethics, rule of law incubation. 

 

59.Eat organic  

Pure for sure  

Don't eat manure  

Difficult will be cure 

Better eat pure  

Pesticide is senior  

It spoils the core  

Life diseases tore 

Treatment needed more  

Hospital will make bore  

Better eat organic pure. 

 



60.No more Skype  

 

Whole life I have done self-cheating  

To show others did false drum beating  

Never made public my own feeling  

In the wrong direction I was sailing  

Before reaching shore, journey is ending; 

No one did any of my project funding  

To sail through alone I was struggling  

Seeing my failures others were smiling  

Yet I tried to show friends I am shining  

My pain and tears I was falsely hiding; 

Now I realise I should also live my life  

No need to run after falsehood and hype 

I will become a man of free frank type 

Not allow society, peer to make me ripe  

All sixers in last over, no more skype.  

 

 


